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You are invited to attend a meeting of the Full Council in the Main Hall at the Town Hall, Old Bristol
Road, Nailsworth to be held on Tuesday 2nd November 2021 starting at 6.30pm.

K Kearns
Town Clerk
27th October 2021
1.
2.
3.
4.

Apologies
Verbal Introductions and Safety Briefing (fire and covid-19)
Declarations of interest and applications for dispensations
Matters of Urgency: important items that have arisen since the meeting summons (agenda)

and cannot wait to be addressed with a written report at a future meeting, due to inflexible
deadlines
5. Consideration of planning applications received as follows:
CONSULTATION
a) S.21/2423/LBC. Egypt House, Stroud Road, Nailsworth, Gloucestershire. Application:
LBC. Internal works to ground, first and second floor including replacement sanitary
ware, partitions, fire doors and floor coverings.
b) S.21/2521/HHOLD. 14 Colliers Wood, Nailsworth, Stroud, Gloucestershire. Application:
HHOLD. Erection of two storey side extension.
CONSULTATION – TREES IN A CONSERVATION AREA/PRESERVATION ORDER
None.
PREVIOUSLY TRACKED APPLICATIONS
c) S.21/1667/VAR. Land At Little Lott, Seven Acres Road, Nailsworth, Gloucestershire
Variation of Condition. Removal of condition 4 (levels) on permitted application
S.18/0791/FUL. Application: removal permitted. NTC: Object – NTC feels that as the
initial application was granted with the condition in place it is therefore wrong to
request removal of the condition at a later date. The conditions and levels are there
for a reason, to reduce the impact of the development on the valley landscape.
d) S.21/1630/HHOLD. 6 Barnfield Road, Nailsworth, Stroud, Gloucestershire. Application:
HHOLD. Installation of 1.8m timber fencing at front. Application permitted. NTC: no
observations
e) S.21/1804/HHOLD. Heaven Haven, Star Hill, Forest Green, Nailsworth. Application:
HHOLD. Resubmission of S.21/1266/HHOLD - Construction of two storey rear
extension. Application permitted. NTC: Object. NTC feels this is a large extension and
an overdevelopment of the existing site. The parking is currently inadequate, and no
parking provision has been included in the plans. There is already pressure on parking
on the surrounding roads and greens which will be exacerbated if parking is not
considered on the resident’s own property.
f) S.21/1902/LBC. Lower Forge, Dunkirk Mills, Inchbrook, Stroud. Application: Listed
Building Application. Replace current hardwood windows with new hardwood
windows. Application approved. NTC:
g) S.21/1902/LBC. Lower Forge, Dunkirk Mills, Inchbrook, Stroud. Application: Listed
Building Application. Replace current hardwood windows with new hardwood
windows. Application approved. NTC: noted
h) S.20/2738/OUT. Land At Rear Of Springers, Watledge Road, Nailsworth,
Gloucestershire. Application: Outline Planning Application. Erection of one dwelling.
Application refused. NTC: Object. An outline planning application in a Conservation
Area is inappropriate. NTC concur with the Conservation Officer’s view that permission
will depend on the specific design and detail on which a reasonable judgement can be

i)
j)

made. If this is successful NTC request S106/CIL for this increasingly developed area
off a highway in a poor state of repair.
S.21/1942/FUL Land At 2, Upper Tynings, Forest Green, Nailsworth. Application: Full
Erection of two dwellings. Application withdrawn.
S.21/1890/TCA. Avening Mill, Dunkirk Mills, Inchbrook, Gloucestershire. Application:
TCA. T1-4 mature Ash t to be removed. G1 semi-mature Ash trees (approx. six) to be
removed. Hazel to be coppiced to give better access to the Ash trees to be removed.
Application approved. NTC: Comment: The reason for the loss of this trees is not
given, neither is there any information regarding replacements. Felling these trees will
have an impact in the conservation area. In the light of the Climate Emergency, NTC
request consideration of tree replacements. N.B On 9/8/21 NTC requested an
extension for comments until 10/9/21 to allow NTC to comment following the council
meeting on 7/9/21. We received no response; the application was approved and
decision issued on 31/08/21.

7. To confirm minutes of the Full Council meeting of Tuesday 19th October 2021 (paper
available)
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NAILSWORTH TOWN COUNCIL
Minutes of the Full Council
DRAFT
held at 6.30pm in Nailsworth Town Hall
on Tuesday 19th October 2021
Present:
Cllr Mike Kelly (Chair)
Cllr Jonathan Duckworth
Cllr Patsy Freeman
Cllr Paul Francis
Cllr Ros Mulhall
Cllr Shelley Rider
Cllr Colleen Rothwell
Cllr Steve Robinson
Cllr Natalie Bennett
Cllr Angela Norman
Minutes:
Clerk
Apologies:
Cllr Robert Maitland

Before the meeting a statement was read out;
The recent cruel and senseless attack on Sir David Amess took the life of one of the country’s most longserving, distinguished, respected and loved MPs. He had a profound sense of duty and had an
outstanding record of passing laws to help the most vulnerable members of our society. We send our
deepest sympathy to his family, friends, colleagues and all who knew him.
A minute’s silence was observed.
2021/113
Verbal Introductions and safety briefing
The people in the room introduced themselves.
Those present were reminded of covid-19 safety rules for the building. In the event of a fire,
the Clerk will assist Cllr Mike Kelly and his Guide Dog to safety.
2021/114
Declarations of Interest & Applications for Dispensations
There were none.
2021/115
Consideration of Planning Applications received as follows:
CONSULTATION
a) S.21/2321/LBC. Calder Cottage, Spring Hill, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application: LBA.
Refurbishment of the existing dwelling to make habitable & improve access.
Comment: See below
b) S.21/2320/HHOLD. Calder Cottage, Spring Hill, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application:
HHOLD. Refurbishment of the existing dwelling to make habitable & improve access.
Comment: While NTC supports the improvement of this building, the Design and
Heritage statement doesn’t include the interior of the house which may include
features of interest. The application includes the demolition of the Listed curtilage
building; the historic chapel built in 1898, and this is not supported by NTC. The
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groundworks needed to create new parking spaces will significantly change the
appearance of this part of the Conservation Area.
c) S.21/2391/LBC. Egypt Mill, Stroud Road, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application: LBA. Internal
alterations to ground, first and second floor of hotel, bar and restaurant & external
alterations
Comment: See below.
d) S.21/2390/FUL. Egypt Mill, Stroud Road, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application: Full. Internal
alterations to ground, first and second floor of hotel, bar and restaurant & external
alterations
Comment: Support. While NTC is disappointed the applicant chose not to consult
with them beforehand, this application sounds like it will improve the appearance of
the building.
e) S .21/2414/FUL Land At, The Maltings, Tetbury Lane, Nailsworth. Application: Full
Planning. Resubmission of a previously lapsed application (reference S.17/1640/FUL).
New apartment building to include three two-bed apartments
Comment: Support with the proviso that adequate parking for all new dwellings is
provided on site. NTC has concerns about difficult access from Tetbury Lane onto Bath
Road. NTC also wish to note their preference that construction of the new apartment
block be conditional on repair/remediation work being done on The Maltings, to
ensure it doesn’t fall into unrecoverable disrepair.

f)

TREES IN A CONSERVATION AREA
S.21/2340/TPO. 35 Whitecroft, Forest Green, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application: TPO T1
Ash Tree - Ash dieback, Remove. T2 Cyprus – Remove
Comment: Noted
PREVIOUSLY TRACKED APPLICATIONS
S.21/2160/TCA. Axpill House, Cossack Square, Nailsworth, Stroud. Application: TCA.
T1 Ash: Remove. Application: granted. NTC: no observations

2021/116
To confirm minutes of the Full Council meeting and Recreation & Amenities
Committee held on 5th October 2021
Full Council meeting held on 5th October 2021:
These were noted. All agreed.
Recreation & Amenities Committee held on 5th October 2021:
These were noted. All agreed.
2021/117
To consider Recreation & Amenities Committee recommendations:
It was recommended to continue to offer ‘Free Tennis Fridays’ from 2022 Easter school
holidays and through the Summer school holidays.
All agreed.
2021/118
Matters of Urgency important items that have arisen since the meeting summons (agenda)

and cannot wait to be addressed with a written report at a future meeting, due to inflexible
deadlines
There were none.
2021/119
Accounts
To agree payments in accordance with the budget as listed in the attached reports
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These were agreed.
In response to a question, the Clerk undertook to send round the schedule of PWLB loan
repayments for the TIC to all.
2021/120
To welcome the Mayor of Perry, USA to Nailsworth as part of the ongoing
Friendship Agreement with our two towns.
Greetings were extended to Rick Hauser, Mayor of Perry, USA, who is visiting. The Deputy
Mayor described how the Friendship Agreement came about and was signed by Perry and
Nailsworth in November 2019. Friendship continued through lockdown with an exchange of
videos and good wishes.
Mayor Rick Hauser described the similarities between our two towns and parallels between
our communities, scale and mill history. He expressed a wish to connect through arts
organisations and through Rotary Club.
2021/121
To consider membership of the Personnel Committee
It was recommended to appoint five cllrs to the Personnel Committee with Cllr Mike Kelly as
mayor being an automatic member of the committee. It was confirmed that the committee
meets on an ad hoc basis, according to the needs of the council.
The following cllrs were nominated to the Personnel Committee;
Cllr Jonathan Duckworth
Cllr Colleen Rothwell
Cllr Angela Norman
Cllr Shelley Rider
Cllr Ros Mulhall
Cllr Patsy Freeman
Action: The Clerk was tasked with setting up a meeting of the Personnel committee.
2021/122
To receive a report on the Market Street Summer project and the next steps
The team have been overwhelmed at the success of the events and thanks were extended to
Cllrs Mike Kelly, Steve Robinson and the Deputy Clerk. Anecdotally, the events, targeted
towards families, seemed to attract a younger demographic.
A follow up meeting with the Market Street traders is planned soon. It is hoped that next year
Market Street traders will work with the Chamber of Trade rather than purchasing additional
equipment and requiring extra storage space in town. NTC’s successful Build Back Better
Fund grant will pay for road closures and hire of market stalls for six months.
The next steps for the Market Street accessibility project are to run a consultation exercise on
further improvements, potentially in Spring alongside the Town Meeting.
2021/123
To consider a response to SDC’s consultation on their Sustainable Economic
Development Strategy
After a discussion, it was agreed that Cllrs Jonathan Duckworth, Shelley Rider and Robert
Maitland look at the strategy and come up with a response for the deadline of 15th
November.
2021/124
To consider purchasing a portable projector for NTC meetings due to covid-19
It was confirmed the recommendation is for a new fixed screen for the Mortimer Room and a
portable screen for use in other buildings.
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It was agreed a budget of £2,000 for the purchase of a portable projector and two screens
and for the choice of equipment to be delegated to a cllr and the clerk.
All agreed.
2021/125
To ratify work to repair drains at Hazelwood Bungalow following a drain survey
It was confirmed this work has been carried out with full consultation and consent of the
tenant.
It was agreed to ratify the cost of £625.50 plus VAT to repair the drains and fit a rat gate.
All agreed.

NB. The work is now completed and a post installation CCTV survey has been carried out.
2021/126
To consider putting the responsibility for the Town Archives under the
Environment committee and receive a report from the Town Archive volunteers
This is an area of council assets which has never had a ‘home’ and so decision making has
been difficult. A recent meeting with cllrs, staff and one of the Archive volunteers highlighted
points which need addressing.
It was discussed why the Environment Committee is suggested as a best fit for the Town
Archive. It was noted that the Recreation & Amenities Committee is largely responsible for
property whereas the Environment Committee is responsible for services and projects. There
are commonalities with Tourism Promotion and TIC.
It was agreed to put the responsibility for discussing the Town Archives under the
Environment Committee.
All agreed.
2021/127
To consider a grant request from Playcircle for £732
The grant application was discussed and the following comments were made.
It was confirmed that Playcircle haven’t used KGV woodland for their sessions since
November 2020, and concern was expressed that a tarpaulin funded by another grant wasn’t
being used. There was further discussion about the value of the sessions offered, the families
it caters for and their locality. It was noted that extra staff time had had to be spent cleaning
the hall after a Playcircle session.
It was agreed for Cllrs Natalie Bennett, Angela Norman and Patsy Freeman to arrange to visit
a Playcircle session to get more background and for the decision to be deferred to the next
meeting.
Reports for information (no decisions required):
2021/128
Financial summary and bank reconciliations
It was noted that there has been a large increase in electricity costs for the Mortimer Garden.
The Clerk noted that we’re keeping a close eye on the changes in utility supply costs and
more information will be coming to the council in the future.
2021/129
To review NTC’s Covid-19 Risk Assessment
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This was noted.
2021/130
Reports from councillors
a) Report from Town Mayor
Noted. In response to a question, the Library of Things concept was outlined.
b) Report from Deputy Mayor
Noted
c) Reports from County and District Councillors
The recent work by Gigaclear in Shortwood was discussed. The work will need to be
redone and efforts are being made to coordinate this, to cause less disruption to
residents than previously.
The Director of Infrastructure at GCC has been contacted as this is part of the
Fastershire contract for the South West.
d) To receive an update on NTC activities and support during Covid-19
Noted
2021/131
To receive a report from The Junction Youth Club on their activities over the past
year
This item was brought forward for questions and comments to be made to Tracy Young,
Youth Worker. Thanks were given to Tracy Young, Youth Worker, for a detailed report.
The youth club has been very busy and membership has had to be capped for the moment
with new members being admitted again in the New Year.
The Summer activities coordination facilitated by NTC was a great success. It highlighted how
challenging some sessions can be and how sessions with local organisations and familiar
faces work well. The Arkell Pantry and Freezer of Love projects are coming to an end but
continuing with coffee morning and the Arkell Pantry in November. The project is moving
away from giving food out, and delving more into the reasons for people needing help, and
signposting to further help, and empowering people.
Thanks were extended to NTC for all supporting the youth club.
2021/132
To note the results of GRCC’s Housing Needs Survey
Noted.
There were no comments on the Survey to pass on the Community Land Trust (CLT). The
CLT can use the Survey as background information for future housing schemes, but was
disappointed not be able to proceed with a second garage site in Lawnside.

…………………………………………
Town Mayor
Nailsworth Town Council
Civic Centre, Old Market, Nailsworth, GL6 0DU

……………………………..
Date
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You are invited to attend a meeting of the Environment Committee to be held in the Main Hall at
the Town Hall, Old Bristol Road, Nailsworth on Tuesday 2nd November 2021 starting at 7pm.

K Kearns
Town Clerk
27th October 2021

1.
2.
3.
4.

Apologies
Verbal Introductions
To consider winter tree work identified in the annual tree safety survey (paper available)
To consider a lease on land at Carters Way for community gardening or allotments
(paper available)
5. To agree an assessment of the current running of the Town Archives (paper available)
6. To consider consultation on improvements to All Saints churchyard, Shortwood (paper
available)
7. To consider a strategy for benches on NTC land (paper available)

Reports for information (no decisions required):
8. To receive a report on Miles Marling Field meadow (paper available)

Nailsworth Town Council
Agenda Item 3
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To consider winter tree work identified in the annual tree safety survey
Author Clerk
Status Action

Summary
The 2021 tree survey has identified tree which need work to make them safe or improve their
lifespan.

Detail
Last year’s tree survey identified a large number of mature Ash trees which were suffering from Ash
dieback and needed to be felled within six months. In total 215 trees were found to have Ash dieback
at Bunting Hill, Miles Marling Field, Norton Wood, KGV playing field and Wood Lane (behind KGV
Field) and it cost £30,350 to make them safe. It was not known how many more Ash trees would be
found to be suffering from the disease.
Thankfully this year’s tree survey has brought up far fewer issues with just 21 trees being flagged as
needing felling or work to improve or extend their lives, and a large Beech hedge which needs a
‘restorative cut’ to bring it back to a manageable height. The survey recommends appropriate actions
to make them safe or prolong their life.
In accordance with SDC’s framework agreement, which is followed by NTC, one contractor carries out
the survey work and another contractor carries out the tree surgery. The total costs for the work
identified is £8,982.
The Environment Committee is asked to recommend the winter tree work as identified in the recent
survey at a cost of £8,982.

Climate Emergency Impact What are the Climate Emergency benefits or impacts?
Health & Wellbeing: Providing good quality, safe public open spaces for the enjoyment of all
residents.
Nature Restoration: Good management of woodland and public open spaces improves the natural
landscape, provides better habitat and food for birds and insects, flood alleviation and improves air
quality. NTC has signed the Woodland Trust Tree Charter and has a commitment to manage trees for
their longevity.
Resilience: Strengthening the natural landscape’s ability to mitigate climate change.
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Options
1. To recommend the winter tree work identified by NTC’s contractor at a cost of £8,982.
2. To not carry out any winter tree work and expect increased risk of failing trees causing
damage to property, and increased complaints from residents

Recommendation
1. To recommend the winter tree work identified by NTC’s contractor at a cost of £8,982.

Costs
£8,982
__________________________________________________________________________________
Funding Source
Budget heading 6240 Emergency tree work Reserve (current value £19,029)
ENDS.
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Agenda Item 4a
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To consider a lease on land at Carters Way for community gardening or allotments
Author Cllr Patsy Freeman and Clerk
Status Action
Summary
A proposal to lease an unused piece of land at Carters Way for the purpose of creating a community
garden with allotments. This is the information gathered so far, including possible costs.

Detail
Cllr Patsy Freeman and the Clerk have been exploring the use of a piece of disused land at Carters
Way, Forest Green. Originally the land was earmarked as a children’s play area, but since it has only
one pedestrian entrance/exit this has not been viable. Because the land has been untended for 25
years it has become overgrown with nettles and brambles.
The gardens that back on to the disused land are continually trying to keep the brambles and nettles
at bay. One resident with two young children is finding this impossible to do. At present there is no
gate to secure the wasteland, so there are some signs of waste tippings from the surrounding
gardens.
There have been a few attempts to contact the landowner, but until now he has never agreed to
‘lending’ his land out. He does not want to sell it. Cllr Patsy Freeman went to meet him in Cheltenham
to discuss the matter in person. The result of the meeting was that the landowner has agreed for
residents to use the land for allotments for 10 years. If after this period he wants the land back, then
he agrees to give NTC, as leaseholder, six months notice.
Cllr Freeman has been talking to local residents about how to make use of the land and there is quite
some interest in a gardening project. Future talks will reveal whether any residents would be willing
to help to clear the land of debris.
The owner of the land would like an agreement drawn up, though does not want to incur the cost of
using a solicitor. If there are costs, NTC would need to be willing to meet them.
Risks
1. A clearly worded agreement between NTC and landowner would hopefully allay any concerns
that he might reclaim the land before the 10 years are up.
2. Apparently a badger has been heard by local residents, in which case there will likely be a
badger sett. The gardening club in the local primary school also has created allotments with a
nearby badger sett which they have worked around. Both the badger and the gardeners are
happy with this arrangement.
3. Whilst we cannot guarantee that local residents will maintain the allotments or gardens, the
enthusiasm is definitely there. If this project gets the go-ahead and the land is cleared, then
keeping it secured with a coded lockable gate would make sense. In the unlikely event that
the locals lose interest in the gardens, NTC can maintain them to a minimal standard.
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4. Cost. The cost of drawing up and agreeing a lease is estimated to be around £500. Other
early (phase one) costs are:- Securing the land with a lockable gate
- Badger survey £500
- Clearing the land of compost, brambles, nettles and cutting back a large buddleia tree.
Costs will be reduced if locals volunteered to help clear the land. NTC can then arrange
for it all to be cleared away.
5. Once a lease is agreed, NTC can insure public liability for any volunteers, contractors and
others who work on the land using NTC’s existing volunteer contracts and procedures. Locals
might then set up a community gardening group, and liaise with NTC about how it is to be
managed. Doing it this way will empower the local people and create a sense of teamwork in
the area. The alternative would be for NTC to manage it.
Benefits
This is a wonderful opportunity to bring an unused piece of land in the heart of a residential area into
community use as a small community garden or plot space for vegetable growing.
The land measures 550m2 (600 square yards). It is approximately 23 metres (25 yards) by 21 metres
(22 yards) across, with an extra 7 metres (7 yards) of land protruding from one side. This lends itself
to smaller size plots than traditional allotments, and is likely to prove less daunting for new
gardeners.
While there is no water source on site, rain water can be harvested from neighbouring roofs, with
house owners’ permission. This is how the privately owned allotments at Hayes Road have obtained
water.
Next Steps
If the Environment Committee recommend going ahead with drawing up a lease agreement between
NTC and the landowner, Cllr Freeman and the Clerk will liaise with him on the matter.
Once this is in hand, residents can discuss whether they want to set up a community gardening group
which can guide and design a community garden, working around the badger sett. In addition, the
lease will allow NTC and the community gardening group to apply for external grants to help build a
garden.
Costs
Phase One costs are estimated at £2,500 (legal costs, badger survey, lockable gate and clearance of
debris).
Phase Two costs will involve the design and building of a community garden, hopefully off-set with an
external grant and volunteer workdays.

Climate Emergency Impact What are the Climate Emergency benefits or impacts?
Health & Wellbeing
Growing our own food is highly recommended in these times, and watering vegetables, herbs etc with
rain water uses surface water which can contribute to flooding. Food shortages may occur due to the
Climate Emergency so this is one way to off-set that.
A community gardening project will bring people together. One resident says she wants to garden for
her own mental health. I’m sure others will feel the same. A community gardening project can offset
loneliness as well as empower people to care for their environment. Getting to know your neighbours
through a gardening project creates connections that would not otherwise have come about.
Nature Restoration
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Improving the natural landscape, tending the land, rotating crops, and making composts to feed the
earth.
Resilience
Strengthening a community through a gardening project; gives residents a sense of pride in their
area; it boosts morale and there is a sense of purpose that comes from caring for a piece of disused
land that has literally been transformed into a local gardening venture.

Options
1. To recommend that NTC takes out a lease in agreement with the landowner for the next 10
years, with a six month notice on his part if he decides to take back the land after this period.
2. To recommend a budget of £2,500 is set aside for Phase One of this project
3. That the land is left in its current state, with residents sending in letters of complaint to NTC
(one received so far).

Recommendation
1. To recommend that NTC takes out a lease in agreement with the landowner for the next 10
years, with a six month notice on his part if he decides to take back the land after this period.
2. To recommend a budget of £2,500 is set aside for Phase One of this project
___________________________________________________________________________
Costs
Estimated £2,500 for phase one.

Funding Source
Budget heading 4060 Environmental enhancement projects £500
6510 Climate Emergency Reserve £8,400
ENDS.
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Nailsworth Town Council
Agenda Item 5
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To agree an assessment of the current running of the Town Archives
Author Deputy Clerk
Status Action
Summary
It was agreed at the last Full Council meeting that responsibility for the Town Archives is allocated to
the Environment Committee. Therefore, decisions regarding the day-to-day management of the
Archives, assessing the short-term needs, and looking at plans for the future now need to be
addressed.
Detail
The Town Archives initially consisted of material which was donated to NTC by a resident in 1992.
(An archive is a collection of historical documents and records, and is different from a museum in that
it doesn’t include objects). Since then, the collection has been added to with donations from other
local people. The Archives room is located in a room on the top floor of the Town Hall.
The archives are currently run by a group of six dedicated volunteers who meet twice a week on a
Monday and a Friday morning. The volunteers care for the collection by cataloguing documents,
carrying out research, and answering enquiries from the general public.
There are a number of matters that the Environment committee need to look at:
People:
Currently there are no official recruitment processes (including selection and conditions), training
procedures or volunteer agreements in place. There are also no official policies or terms of reference.
These matters may be better dealt with by the Personnel committee.
Day-to-day management:
Official methods for dealing with loans and donations need to be put in to place as well as procedures
for dealing with copyright, safeguarding and GDPR.
Physical:
The archivists have expressed their concerns about the Archives room – mainly that the room isn’t
large enough, it is tucked away in the Town Hall, and it isn’t as accessible and as welcoming as they
would like.
The room is dated and has not been part of any past redecoration program. The furniture is a
combination of pieces which have been handed down to the Archives and does not make the best use
of the space.
It would be good to assess the current needs. In its present location, the Archives room could be
tidied and reorganised to make better use of the space. Lighting could be improved, and the room
could be redecorated which would improve the room for current use as well as for its future use.
The Future:
Following on from the above, it is also important to look at the future needs of the Town Archives;
considering any improvements and making it more accessible for the future. Also, the planned intent
to work towards a new home for the Archives in a new Civic Centre complex.
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We would like two Councillors to liaise with the Archive volunteers and NTC staff to assess how things
are done at the moment, what work needs to be done now and what can be done to improve things
for the future.

Climate Emergency Impact What are the Climate Emergency benefits or impacts?
n/a

Options
1. To appoint two councillors to liaise with and work with the Town Archive volunteers
2. To not appoint two councillors to liaise with and work with the Town Archive volunteers

Recommendation
1. To appoint two councillors to liaise with and work with the Town Archive volunteers

Costs
None

Funding Source
n/a
ENDS.
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Agenda Item 6
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To consider consultation on improvements to All Saints churchyard, Shortwood
Author Cllr Angela Norman, Mike Kelly and Clerk
Status Action

Summary
A proposal to consult neighbouring residents on improvements to the boundaries at All Saints
churchyard, Shortwood.

Detail

Two sets of residents who back onto All Saints churchyard in Shortwood have approached the Clerk
to discuss improvements to the boundaries and future maintenance.
One neighbour has a fence at the back of their property, but the boundary on the old churchyard
side is full of stone rubble, flytipping and old metal railings, with self-set Ash seedlings growing
through it. It's messy and difficult to maintain. The neighbour cuts back the Ash seedlings when they
can, but a longer term strategy is to clear the stone rubble and rubbish and return the boundary to
grass and wildflowers like the rest of the old churchyard.
At the bottom boundary another pair of residents are keen to control the brambles on the
churchyard boundary and to plant fruit trees. This boundary will then be maintained like the rest of
the churchyard; as long grass. They're keen on wildlife and happy to help where they can.
All Saints churchyard in Shortwood is owned by the Diocese of Gloucester, but maintained as a
closed churchyard by NTC. Under the laws for closed churchyards in the UK, Church of England
churchyards are offered to councils to look after when there is no more space for new burials. There
is no further obligation or cost from the church as the owner of the land.
NTC maintain All Saints churchyard at a cost of £3,435 per year (this sum hasn’t increased since 2009
and there are no plans to change the local contractor for this work). The old churchyard contains
many ancient headstones and is maintained as a more natural habitat, offering refuge for small
mammals, reptiles, insects, birds and wildflowers. The newer part of the churchyard is maintained as
a more formal area.
To carry out work other than maintenance, NTC may need to get permission from the church, known
as a Faculty and this costs £315. The Clerk has made initial enquiries to the Diocese to ask whether a
Faculty is needed, and is expecting to hear from their Tree Officer.
Having discussed the options with the Chair of the Environment Committee and the Mayor, an
option is to arrange a site meeting with the residents and talk through their thoughts and issues.
This will be much appreciated by the residents. Options can include forming a resident-led work
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party to carry out the work; employing a contractor to carry out the work; combining residents and a
contractor, or doing nothing.
There will be a cost to any extra work and this won’t be known until options have been discussed
with residents. It’s highly unlikely NTC will be able to get funding for the work from the Church or
from external grants. It may be possible to find funding from other sources, but this will take time.
Caring for God’s Acre is a charity that encourages people to look after churchyards as havens for
wildlife and our heritage. They don’t currently offer grant funding:
https://www.caringforgodsacre.org.uk/
The Environment committee is asked to consider a public consultation in All Saints churchyard, with
all the residents who back onto the churchyard, to discuss what might be possible.

Climate Emergency Impact What are the Climate Emergency benefits or impacts?
Health & Wellbeing: Providing opportunities for volunteering and empowering local people to look
after their environment.
Nature Restoration: Improving the natural landscape, providing better habitat and food for birds
and insects.
Resilience: Strengthening communities through consultation; helping residents to feel valued and
listened to; more able to work together and to overcome challenges.
Options
1. To consult the neighbouring residents on proposed changes to the two boundaries
2. To go ahead with the work without consulting residents
3. To not go ahead with any work
Recommendation
1. To consult the neighbouring residents on proposed changes to the two boundaries

Costs
None for the consultation. Future work to be costed as decisions are taken.

Funding Source
Budget heading 6120 Shortwood churchyard reserve (£500)
General Funds
ENDS.
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Agenda Item 7a
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To consider a strategy for benches on NTC land
Author Clerk
Status Action

Summary
A street furniture strategy to underpin the considerations for choosing benches for NTC land, and
eventually for all street furniture on NTC land.

Detail

Following an audit of benches and picnic tables on NTC land, a street furniture strategy is being
drafted to bring a coordinated approach to all benches, tables, signs, bins and other street furniture.
In previous discussions about NTC street furniture concerns were raised that the four wooden
benches in Mortimer Garden had been affected by the damp atmosphere of the streamside. On
inspection of the benches at Mortimer Garden stream, their degradation doesn’t appear to have
been caused by damp. Inspecting the same style of bench installed at a similar time in different
locations suggests that they have come to the end of their lifespan (15-20 years).
The street furniture strategy is guided by NTC’s Open Spaces Policy and will inform the day-to-day
care, maintenance, replacement and organisation of street furniture on NTC land. The street
furniture strategy is incomplete, and at this stage only deals with benches, however with the
successful bid to the Welcome Back Fund, NTC have been granted £2,300 to fund benches at
Mortimer Garden and KGV playing field. Delivery times for street furniture remain long and the
projects outlined in the Welcome Back Fund need to be completed by 31st March 2022. Therefore
the Environment Committee is asked to consider the strategy for benches to allow this work to go
ahead.
A compete version of the street furniture strategy will be presented to the Environment committee
in due course.
The Environment committee is asked to consider the strategy and to approve the purchase of
replacement benches for Mortimer Garden.

Climate Emergency Impact What are the Climate Emergency benefits or impacts?
Health & Wellbeing: Providing attractive, accessible places to sit and enjoy open spaces. Providing
places to socialise (tackling isolation) and places to spend time alone (managing mental wellbeing).
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Resilience: Strengthening communities through providing good quality public open space for
informal gathering, events and activities. Presenting our town as a place which is looked after and
valued - a pleasant place to visit and live.

Options
1. To recommend NTC adopt the Street Furniture Strategy for benches
2. To recommend the staff team use the Strategy to inform the replacement of benches using
the grant from the Welcome Back Fund
3. To recommend the purchase of four replacement benches in Mortimer Garden and one bench
in KGV using the Welcome Back Fund (£2,300) and CIL Funds (£3,700) up to a total of
£6,000
4. To do nothing
Recommendation
1. To recommend NTC adopt the Street Furniture Strategy for benches
2. To recommend the staff team use the Strategy to inform the replacement of benches using
the grant from the Welcome Back Fund
3. To recommend the purchase of four replacement benches in Mortimer Garden and one bench
in KGV using the Welcome Back Fund (£2,300) and CIL Funds (£3,700) up to a total of
£6,000
Costs
KGV bench £1,160
Cost of four benches for Mortimer Garden approximately £5,000
Total costs to be covered: £6,160
Delivery costs and installation to be confirmed.
__________________________________________________________________________________
Funding Source
Donation from family for KGV bench:

£500

Welcome Back Fund:

£2,300

CIL Funds:

£3,360

Total:

£6,160

The amount of CIL received in April 2021 was £1,108.04. A further payment is expected in November
2021.
The total CIL funds held by NTC is currently £4,089.
ENDS.
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Nailsworth Town Council
Open Spaces Policy – Street Furniture Strategy
The Street Furniture Strategy follows NTC’s Open Spaces Policy objectives:





To maintain and improve attractive, safe public open spaces for residents and visitors
To manage NTC owned land appropriately, according to the landscape conditions,
biodiversity, heritage, recreational resources and local distinctiveness of each piece of land.
To ensure play equipment, street furniture, signage and bins are regularly inspected and
maintained
To increase accessibility in a way that is appropriate to each piece of land

Each new or replacement piece of street furniture should be justified by;
How it is used
Who will use it and whether they have special requirements
1.1

Seating

Seating is an important feature of public open spaces which goes beyond the practicality of offering a
place to sit. They can be places for people to gather, make friends, have time away from work, away
from other people, and time to recover both mentally and physically.
Attractive, well-placed seating can lift an entire area and bring a sense of cohesion to a park or public
garden. Mismatched, poorly positioned and ugly seating can actively make a public open space
worse: a seat in the wrong place can encourage anti-social behaviour and even crime. A poorly
maintained or broken seat gives the impression of neglect and can encourage the sense that antisocial behaviour is acceptable because “no one cares” what happens in that area.
1.2
Location
When new seating is considered, thought should be given to the quantity needed. Regular resting
places – seats, or even large logs – should be considered at intervals of 150 metres for a path or
open space to be more accessible for people with mobility and health problems. Adding more resting
places to an informal grass or woodchip path can encourage people to use it more. Too many
benches can be as much of an issue as too few benches and consideration should be given to what
purpose a bench serves for the wider community. The choice of seating should consider the context.
For example, a formal, metal bench will be out of context if installed in Norton Wood.
1.3
Anti-social behaviour and vandalism
No piece of street furniture can be completely vandal proof, and sometimes the toughest of materials
can be the least attractive. Consideration should be given to the location of the bench; how visible it
is, whether it’s visited often, and whether it might be prone to graffiti or arson due to its position or
use.
NTC commit to remove graffiti on benches and other furniture promptly and, where possible, within
24 hours if the graffiti is obscene, names an individual or spreads hatred. NTC will remove broken
street furniture promptly to prevent injury to a member of the public and to keep our open spaces
well maintained. Where the position of a bench is contributing to anti-social behaviour, it will be
considered for temporary or permanent removal. Efforts should be made to address the root cause of
the issue before removal of a bench is considered.
1.4

Accessibility
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Seating areas should offer a mix of options for people with different disabilities and health problems.
Some people find seats with arms and backs easier to use. Others require somewhere to rest and
informal seats are enough. Spaces for wheelchairs and walking aids alongside seats should be
considered where practical.
1.5
Style and materials
Where there are existing benches and features, the same or similar style, colour and materials should
be followed as much as possible to create a cohesive look for the open space. New and replacement
benches should enhance the local distinctiveness of the place and are opportunities to improve the
location. Street furniture bought from a reputable supplier should be robust enough to withstand
public use. Furniture intended for garden use will not be strong enough and should not be
considered. Wood, metal and recycled plastic seats from street furniture suppliers can all be
considered. While wood may not last as long as metal street furniture, sometimes it is a better option,
offering a softer appearance, more comfort, and being more in keeping with some surroundings.
Even metal street furniture can be damaged and look tired; the life expectancy of street furniture is
similar to a play area; 10-15 years. After this time maintenance or replacement should be planned.
1.6

Sites

1.6.1

Mortimer Garden

Use
Mortimer Garden is a popular formal garden and event space in the town centre, with a variety of
users. Visitors, residents, shoppers and people working in the town centre use it as a place to meet,
have lunch, socialise and spend time alone. It’s the venue for the monthly market and community
events, such as Nailsworth Festival. Most of Mortimer Garden is accessible; one side of the stream
edge is not accessible by a wheelchair or for people who cannot use steps (there are steps to the bus
station side). The far side of the stream can be accessed via a ramp.
Mortimer Garden was refurbished in 2005-6 and the benches probably date from this time. All bench
locations are well used with only one empty bench plinth at the side of the event circle. Mortimer
Garden is highly visible during the day and, while it can be a gathering place in the evenings, damage
is low. Anti-social behaviour tends to be noise and litter rather than damage to street furniture.
Style and materials
Around the event circle and garden there are four black plastic-coated metal, formal park benches
(possibly supplied by David Ogilvie Engineering). These are well-spaced, in a fair condition, with
backs and no arms. There are four wooden benches (two either side of the stream) by the stream
side. These are in good locations, in poor or very bad condition, with backs and no arms.
Recommendations
It’s recommended that replacement benches follow the same guidelines as the original design, with
two different bench styles, reflecting the two locations:



Event circle and garden: black plastic-coated metal, formal park benches similar to the
original David Ogilvie-style benches. Replacement benches should include arms.
Streamside: wooden benches in a contemporary style to reflect the relaxed location and
soften the effect of the location being surrounded by stone walls and tarmac surfaces. Oak is
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recommended, with a lifespan of 20 years and easy to care for. Benches are designed with
slightly angled seats for water run-off.
1.6.2

King George V Playing Field

Use
King George V playing field is a well-used park and playing field with play area, boules piste, picnic
benches, football pitch, skate park, outdoor gym, small woodland and informal field (the Extension
Field). It has multiple users, often at the same time. Families and children use the fenced play area,
outdoor gym and skate park. Dog walkers use the field, Extension Field and woodland. Young people
use the skate park, football pitch, woodland and outdoor gym. Football teams use the pitch, fitness
coaches use the gym equipment and field, and the local school use the field as a sports pitch. People
of all ages and abilities visit and the park benefits from a dedicated car park.
There is very little vandalism to the equipment. There are occasional problems with young people
gathering mainly in the woodland, on a bench at the side of the changing rooms and at the skate
park. Litter, broken glass and noise nuisance are the main problems. There is a higher risk of arson in
areas close to the woodland where unofficial campfires are often made.
The benches and picnic tables on KGV Playing Field are concentrated around the play area and
outdoor gym equipment. Over time seats and informal resting places (logs) have been added to
create attractive walking routes around KGV woodland, and the Extension Field increasing its use by
people with health problems. There is one wide woodchip path through the woodland and around the
Extension Field but otherwise access is across grass, suitable for some wheelchairs.
Style and materials
There is a mismatch of bench and picnic table styles in KGV playing field with a mix of all metal,
metal and wood, recycled plastic, and logs. The seats are functional but not attractive. By dividing
KGV playing field into different zones a more attractive and cohesive appearance can be achieved
using a mix of styles and materials suited to each location.

Recommendations
It’s recommended that the following zones are given their own character:







1.6.3

Children’s play area: there’s an opportunity to gradually replace the existing benches and
picnic table with more playful furniture that can include elements of play. They could be
colourful, have relief patterns or designs and made from metal, recycled plastic or wood.
Outdoor gym and skate park: metal or recycled plastic is recommended as hard-wearing
materials. Efforts should be made to replace the existing furniture with attractive pieces.
Woodland edge: recycled plastic is a softer appearance but is more resistant to arson than
wood, reflecting the higher arson risk in this location.
Extension Field: informal log seating spread around the woodchip path offers regular resting
points while not overtly encouraging gathering.
The bench near the changing rooms has been a focus for anti-social behaviour and is not well
placed, being next to the bin store. It’s recommended this is removed if problems continue.
Miles Marling Field
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Use
Miles Marling Field was designed and built in 2019 as a ‘community park for all ages’ where people
with and without children can mix. It has an accessible footpath forming a circuit around the top half
of the field. There is a zip wire, swings and outdoor gym equipment. There is a stone amphitheatre
forming two tiers of seating. Miles Marling Field has a cohesive style and a natural feel which takes
advantage of the views and natural surroundings. Thought was put into the location of the benches –
spaced around the path – and special features for people with visual impairments. Anti-social
behaviour is low, although there has been damage to trees and picnic benches.
Style and materials
The benches and picnic tables are bespoke and made from oak with relief carvings of flowers and
leaves. The benches compliment an elaborately carved wooden arch at the entrance of the park. The
park has a cohesive look and is a pleasant place to spend time.
Recommendations
 Replacement benches to be wood (preferably oak) and blend with the organic style of the
existing furniture.
 Existing benches and picnic tables to be regularly treated with Danish oil to extend their life.
1.6.4

Leves Corner

Use
Leves Corner is a small garden between Market Street and the Co-op car park. It’s used by people
waiting or taking a break from work. This small garden is dedicated to Nailsworth’s Town Twin, Leves
in France. The seating is accessible via a ramp and pavement and is set into paving.
Style and materials
The existing bench is serviceable but will need replacing within about five years. The bench is wood
and of the same style as other town centre benches installed around 2005. The bench does not
match the smart black metal railings and formal style of Leves Corner.
Recommendations
It’s recommended that a replacement bench is a black metal formal style with arms, in keeping with
the style of this small garden.
1.6.5

Clocktower Garden

Use
Clocktower Garden is one of the first features people see when they come into Nailsworth by car, bike
or walking. The garden has evolved into a small tea garden, place to rest after cycling, walking or
shopping, and a place to meet. The Clocktower itself is a war memorial and is used during
Remembrance. It’s also dressed at Christmas and is where the town Christmas tree is sited. The two
banner posts in front of the Clocktower are important places for community events to be advertised.
There are bicycle racks at the side of the garden. The garden itself is accessible, although crossing
the roads to get to the garden can be difficult for some people with disabilities. The Clocktower
Garden is well overlooked and anti-social behaviour is very rare.
Style and materials
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The design of the garden is symmetrical and two wooden benches sit either side of the Clocktower.
These benches are the same style as other town centre benches installed around 2005 and may need
replacing within about five years.
Recommendations
It’s recommended that both benches are replaced at the same time to keep the symmetry of the
garden. There is an opportunity to replace the benches with wood or metal benches which emphasize
the character of Nailsworth and the location. Benches with backs and arms are recommended with
space for wheelchairs or walking aids at the side.
1.6.6

Shortwood Green

Use
Shortwood Green is an area of Common land surrounded by residential houses with views across the
Newmarket valley. It’s on the edge of rural land and there are wildflowers growing in the Common.
There are a few pieces of unfenced children’s play equipment. There are two wooden benches which
are coming to the end of their lives. Shortwood Green is used by local children and young people to
play near their houses and dog walkers. The Green is open and it’s accessible to people who can walk
or use a wheelchair on grass. Anti-social behaviour is very low.
Style and materials
The character of Shortwood Green is very natural and informal. The wooden and metal framed
benches are serviceable.
Recommendations
Natural materials should be used for replacement benches. There is an opportunity to replace the
benches with matching wooden benches which emphasize the natural character of the location.
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Agenda Item 8
Meeting of Environment Committee
Meeting date Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Subject To receive a report on Miles Marling Field meadow
Author Clerk
Status Information
Summary
The bottom part of Miles Marling Field is owned by SDC and leased to NTC.
Detail
Since 2019 NTC have maintained two large sections of the bottom part of Miles Marling Field as
meadow grass. Prior to that the grass was cut regularly and kept short. The bottom part of Miles
Marling Field is leased to NTC by SDC and this restricts what can be changed and installed on the
land. The meadow areas were an opportunity to create an attractive, pollinator-friendly feature which
can be enjoyed by visitors to the park.
The first Spring of the meadow regime saw a good crop of cowslips followed by plenty of purple
knapweed later in the summer. The Miles Marling Field meadow has a wide path through the middle
so that dogs and people can enjoy walking among the flowers.
In May 2019 Plantlife UK launched ‘No Mow May’, a campaign to help Britain’s pollinators by
encouraging people to do less mowing. NTC carried out a pollinator survey, counting the number of
different species of wildflowers in the meadow.
Using Plantlife UK’s nectar calculator, the meadow areas in Miles Marling Field produce 40 grams of
nectar a day, that’s the equivalent of ten sugar cubes a day, supporting 3,644 honey bees. The
meadow includes pyramidal orchards, field scabious, red and white clover and a good natural colony
of yellow rattle. (Yellow rattle is a parasitic wild flower that attaches itself to grass, reducing the
vigour of grass and helping wildflowers to establish).
At the end of the Summer Stroud Valleys Project (SVP) cut and remove the meadow grass with a
group of volunteer scythers.
To find out more about wildlflowers visit Plantlife UK’s website: www.plantlifeuk.org.uk
Pyramidal orchid:

2020 nectar survey:

ENDS.
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